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About This Game

Pro Gamer Manager 2 is incomplete and currently in a alpha stage.

PGM 2 puts you in charge of creating your very own successful e-sport organizat 5d3b920ae0
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its something diffrent i guess solid 5/10. not bad not bad. I noticed this in my library and though to my self. WOW they made a
sequel to a game that i got no enjoyment out of at all. I only played this for 12 minutes. i was already going into this game
expecting garbage because of how much i hate the first game. so here is exactly what happened in those 12 minutes. this was
also a while ago so this might have been fixed. but im no planning on giving this game another shot anytime soon -launch game
-start new game -make my team choosing country and team name and whatnot. -start reading tutorial messages -FIRST tutorial
message tells me to play practice game. -i struggle for a minute or two to figure out how to do that as the tutorial message really
didnt tell me exactly where on the UI i can do that -get rekt in first practice game -get done with practice game to see all the
tutorial messages are gone and cant find a way to reopen them. -close and uninstall game i really dont understand why you would
tell me to do something that will make all the tutorial messages disappear as the first tutorial message.. This game should be
removed from Steam. Developers ran out of money and this game is no longer in development. Interesting concept which ends
up being a collection of unfinished features.. The game is abandonware. The devs allowed half a week from early access launch
before declaring bankruptcy.. Remove this from the store please, it's not even a game just a scam and they already said they will
not continue to work on this. There are literally better games on flash sites from 2000.. Okay, so lets go over a few things. One
major problem that i had with PGM 1 was that it felt completely random, there was no progression because every win was
simply luck. While this may have been fixed in this version, theres still something missing. The league is too bland, maybe
having tournaments where you actually travel to a venue would work! Another problem is, if you choose to watch the games
instead of sim, the whole hand-holding controls are kind of annoying, i want to watch my players as if they have a mind of their
own, not just control them myself, thats why i chose to play a simulator! Now, this may seem like I dislike the game, but the
opposite is actually true. I really hope this dev team can step up, because i think this is an idea that could skyrocket your sales if
you make the right decisions.. The developers abandoned this game within a short time of releasing it. They started with the best
of intentions and failed, going bankrupt.. it does not load when i start de game it stays at a screen that is blue with a brown line
inthe midle and does not move i really whant to play this game i loved the first one
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